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Is the Sun the smallest star?

The Sun is a rather average star. VY Canis Majoris is the largest known
star, it is between between 3600 and 4200 times as wide as the sun - it
would stretch out almost to the orbit of Saturn. OGLE-TR-122b is the
smallest star known and in width it is only a little larger than the planet
Jupiter. The Sun is a rather average star.

www.answers.com/Q/Is_the_sun_the_smallest_star_or_the_biggest_star

Is the sun the smallest star or the biggest star -
Answers.com

PEOPLE ALSO ASK

Sun
Star

The Sun is the star at
the center of the Solar
System. It is a nearly
perfect sphere of hot
plasma, with inteâ€¦
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Radius: 432,376 miles (695,842 km)

Surface temperature: 5,778 K

Orbital speed: 139.81 miles/s (225 km/s)

Apparent magnitude: -26.74

Escape velocity: 2,026,575 feet/s (617,700
m/s)

Absolute magnitude: 4.83
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What is the Smallest Star? - Universe Today
https://www.universetoday.com/25348/what-is-the-smallest-star
The smallest stars around are the tiny red dwarfs. These are stars with 50% the mass of
the Sun and smaller. In fact, the least massive red dwarf has 7.5% the mass of the Sun.
Even at this smallest size, a star has the temperature and pressures in its core so that
nuclear fusion reactions can take place.

Is the Sun the smallest star - answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Categories › Science › Astronomy
Astronomers describe the smallest star as a "core burning star," like our Sun. But
prevailing theory never anticipated such a diminutive star, since the standard fusion â€¦

What is the Smallest Star? - Universe Today
https://www.universetoday.com/116951/what-is-the-smallest-star-2
The smallest star you can see is 61 Cygni, a binary pair with one star getting only 66%
the size of the Sun. Itâ€™s only 11.4 light years away, and you can just barely see it in
dark skies. After that itâ€™s Spockâ€™s home, Epsilon Eridani, with 74% the size of
the Sun, then Alpha Centauri B with 87%, and then the Sun.

Is the sun the smallest star in the universe? | Yahoo
Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080611194538AAbryI4
Jun 11, 2008 · Do think the sun is the smallest star in the universe? Is the sun really the
smallest star in our Solar System? Order the following objects from smallest to largest.

Is the sun the smallest star or the biggest star?
qa.answers.com › â€¦ › Planetary Science › The Solar System › The Sun
The Sun is a rather average star. VY Canis Majoris is the largest known star, it is
between between 3600 and 4200 times as wide as the sun - it would stretch out almost to
the orbit of Saturn. OGLE-TR-122b is the smallest star known and in width it is only a
little larger than the planet Jupiter.

Is the Sun the smallest star in the Milky Way? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/Is-the-Sun-the-smallest-star-in-the-Milky-Way
The nearest star system to the sun contains not one, but two, stars smaller than the sun
in it. The next nearest star is also smaller than the sun. In fact, among all the stars in the
Milky Way, over 80% are smaller than the sun.

The Smallest Star - Slate Magazine
www.slate.com/.../06/11/the_brown...found_the_smallest_star_known.html
Jun 11, 2014 · Astronomers may have identified what may be the smallest known star.
And not just the smallest known star but quite possibly the smallest possible star. If it
were any smaller, it might not even be a star anymore.

Is the Sun the largest star? | Cool Cosmos
coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/ask/6-Is-the-Sun-the-largest-star-
Is the Sun the largest star? Although the Sun appears larger to us than any other star,
there are many stars which are much larger. The Sun appears so large ...

Is the sun the smallest star or the biggest star -
Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Planetary Science › The Solar System › The Sun
The Sun is a rather average star. VY Canis Majoris is the largest known star, it is
between between 3600 and 4200 times as wide as the sun - it would.

List of least voluminous stars - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_least_voluminous_stars
List of least voluminous stars ... This is the nearest neighbouring star to the Sun. Wolf
359: 111400 ... List of the smallest stars by star type; Type
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